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Summary
The user-perceived web server performance has a strong bearing on popularity of
a portal, site or service as users may choose not to return to a particular web page
if it takes a long time to retrieve its content. We present a new approach to how a
server can identify incoming clients that suffer from a poor performance and how
can it react in order to improve a user-perceived connection quality based on that
identification.

1

Introduction

Most Web site administrators are trying to retain users by reducing the ”time to glass”
factor – the delay between a request sent by a user and the subsequent delivery of the
content and displaying in a user’s browser. Important fact is that from a user’s point
of view it is irrelevant whether the high values of ”time-to-glass” are caused by a low
bandwidth, high latency, network congestion or the delay on the path between the client
and server. As performance issues may originate from different factors, the server cannot
define them, and what is more important, eliminate them. Although these factors are not
under the direct control of the server the service provider has a strong need to improve
a method of a content delivery in order to deliver the most suitable content the quickest
way possible to the given user.
This paper presents a new approach to how a server can identify incoming clients that
suffer from a poor performance and how can it react in order to improve a user-perceived
performance based on that identification. We continue our previous work [9] where we
proposed a proxy server forwarding client’s request to a server storing a content that is
appropriate to client’s connection capabilities, like bandwidth or delay. In this follow up
we present the design and an implementation of a working prototype of a proxy server.
Our prototype allows for an estimation of a client perceived performance by means of the
following factors: the RTT (round trip time) and bandwidth estimations passively obtained
at a server side.
The idea of our system is presented on Figure 1: Clients send their requests to a proxy
server as they would do to a regular WWW server. Our system (consisting of VisProxy
proxy server and Network Monitor module) performs client characterization and forwards
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Fig. 1: VisProxy System Architecture - an overview
a client’s request to a WWW server that stores content matching client’s link capabilities
in terms of volume. Web server’s responses are in turn forwarded back, so that VisProxy
appears transparent to a client requesting a resource.
2 Background and Related Work
Thee need for adaptive content delivery has been early recognized and diagnosed as an
important and desired functionality of the WWW services [6]. The need to differentiate
originates from the heterogeneous character of the Internet where many clients with different hardware and software characteristics use common service provider – in our case
a WWW server. One of the most common approaches towards client characterization is
offline bandwidth estimation based on the WWW server logs [10]. Other methods utilize
clients piggybacking their connection and hardware characteristics with each request [18]
sent to server. Such characteristics can be included in HTTP headers, or alternatively
clients could store this information in a profile that is made available to a proxy server.
Other approaches use explicit client self-identification by means of XML based templates [8]. There are also numerous attempts at estimating the link characteristics [5], [3], [2]
using different methods (RTT, TTL), though they usually take advantage of active measurement [1]. There are also examples of passive estimation [7], however, they are aimed
at the current bandwidth utilization instead of total available bandwidth for the given
client. Finally there are also attempts at calculating the client response time as perceived
by the server [14].
Our approach is novel in that it utilizes passive, server-side measurement methods
which are transparent for the client and do not interfere with already existing traffic.
We have implemented a dynamic link library in C++ which estimates the available bandwidth for a given connection by combined means of RTT and throughput calculation.
Our solution for adaptive content delivery differs from the one proposed in [11] in that
we utilize the online passive bandwidth estimation which allows us to take appropriate
actions before client is served the first answer from the server. Such an approach allows us
to adjust the server response to the very first request – thus the client always receives the
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content that matches his link capabilities. Moreover, due to the fact that the estimation
is performed continuously we are able to react to sudden changes in the available client
bandwidth which are quite common and unpredictable, if one considers for example the
Slashdot Effect [19]. We are able to detect and react to bottlenecks that occur both on the
client and the server side.
3

Adaptive Content Delivery

In order to evaluate the proposed approach we have implemented the VisProxy server
along with the Network Monitor (NM) module. The VisProxy server has been implemented using C# whilst the NM module has been implemented as a dynamic link library
using the C++ language. For NM module implementation we use the open source WinPcap
libraries from Politecnico di Torino [4], [15]. We present system architecture on Figure 2.
VisProxy similarly to a typical proxy server listens for incoming connections. NM module
taps the incoming connections and gathers statistics for all the clients accessing the desired VisProxy port. Clients are recognized based on their IP address, which is obtained
from the IP protocol header of the packets they send to the server.

Fig. 2: VisProxy and Analyzer module interaction
Upon receiving a request VisProxy queries the NM in order to obtain the client’s
connection parameters. NM operation basically involves continuous gathering of the bandwidth and RTT samples. The clients that have not been classified yet (i.e. not yet seen by
the NM) the first coarse characteristics is obtained by means of calculating the RTT from
the three way handshake used in the TCP protocol. As the connection than progresses
more accurate estimation based on bandwidth is possible. We compute the bandwidth as
the median value of last 201 samples. Such a value proved not to be prone to temporary
spikes and it reacted promptly to permanent changes in the bandwidth. Bandwidth sample is obtained as a product of division of the packet size(s) and the time that was needed
for the client to confirm the reception of the data. This time is calculated as an interval
between the sending of the first data packet1 and the reception of the ACK packet from
1 Due to the possibility of occurrence of delayed ACKs we need to store the arrival time of the first data packet and sum
of sizes of all received data packets that has not been confirmed yet. Upon reception of ACK packet we calculate the total
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the client confirming that it has correctly received the data. VisProxy server upon reception of new requests performs a query to the NM asking for the bandwidth value for the
given client. If the client has not been previously classified by the NM module (there is
no bandwidth estimation so far) the returned bandwidth value equals zero. In such case
VisProxy queries the NM module again asking for the RTT based bandwidth estimation.
Upon reception of the approximated value VisProxy assigns client to appropriate class
and redirects his requests to a server containing content that matches client’s capabilities
in terms of volume. If the client has been already classified VisProxy receives the most
actual bandwidth estimation and proceeds as described above. RTT estimation is based
on the observation of arrival time of the ACK SYN acknowledgement sent by the server
(in reply to the open session request) and the ACK sent back by a client in a final stage
of three way handshake. As mentioned before this approach allows us to measure the
RTT at the very beginning stage of client connection, which in turn lets redirect a client
that has not been yet classified to an appropriate resource. This coarse measurement is
further refined during the lifetime of connection (i.e. data exchange between server and
client) by calculating the effective available bandwidth.
4

Evaluation and Testing

In order to evaluate our system we have performed two types of tests. First type were
performance tests, which were responsible for measuring general performance of the
system and overhead imposed by VisProxy. Second type were redirection tests which
evaluated accuracy of classification under different network conditions.
4.1

Performance Tests

Performance tests aimed at stressing VisProxy with requests for resources of different
sizes sent to a server using various connection rates in order to find out a maximum
number of connections VisProxy can serve.
The first part of performance tests was conducted using httperf tool [13]. The test
environment consisted of five test computers (load generators), one manager computer
(which does not take part in the traffic generation) and VisProxy server connected to the
WWW server. VisProxy was installed on a Dell Optiplex GX110 machine with PIII 866MHz
processor and 384MB of RAM. The WWW server was installed on a Dell Optiplex GX270
with PIV 2,26GHz equipped with 256MB RAM. We have decided to split load generation
in order to avoid the situation when a load generator becomes a bottleneck during the
test. In order to automate the tests using httperf we have used the autobench program [12]
that allows for simultaneous testing from multiple computers. We have also used Perfmon,
a performance monitor tool, to monitor processor, memory and network related resources
utilization during tests in order to identify origin of any bottlenecks occuring. Figure 3
demonstrates response rates and times for httperf-based tests, measured at the client side.
size of acknowledged data packets and knowing the arrival time of the first data packet and the ACK packet we can easily
compute bandwidth.
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Fig. 3: Response rate and time for 10kB objects (10 requests per session)
In order to test the VisProxy’s ability to recognize and classify the incoming clients
(based on the IP address) according to their connection speed we have developed a tool,
named Raw Packet Sender (RPS later in text). RPS allowed us to create TCP/IP and
HTTP sessions to the VisProxy server from one physical machine which on the server
side were regarded as coming from different computers with different IP addresses. The
underlying technology bases on the solutions presented in the [4] and [15]. We could stress
the VisProxy by simulating connections from thousands of network adapters with only
one physical network card. RPS was designed to allow testing in two modes: constant
rate and variable rate. Variable rate was implemented based on a Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP), which is a Poisson process whose rate varies according to a
Markov process. This is a natural model for point processes that combine irregular bursts
of activity with predictable (e.g. daily and hourly) patterns, which can be found in web
traffic [17]. MMPP model used in our system was developed basing on FIFA World Cup
’98 server logs. Figure 4 presents RPS test performed at average rate of 200 sessions per
second with MMPP option enabled. A measured average response time was 0.18s while
median value was 0.13s for that test. RPS requested one HTML object with one image
object embedded and total simulated IP count of 42000. The effect of burstiness and
variability is clearly visible on that figure.
4.2

Redirection Tests

We have also conducted redirection tests which evaluated accuracy of classification under
different network conditions. Our test environment consisted of a client computer connected to a VisProxy via Linux router (traffic shaper) with Dummynet installed. Dummynet
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Fig. 4: VisProxy performance measurements
is a tool designed for testing networking protocols and for bandwidth management [16].
Dummynet works by intercepting communications of the protocol layer under test and
simulating the effects of finite queues, bandwidth limitations and communication delays.
It runs in a fully operational system, hence allowing the use of real traffic generators and
protocol implementations. In order to verify classification accuracy, we have used httperf
load generator requesting a complete web page (HTML plus embedded objects) at a constant rate. In the course of a test we were modifying network bandwidth, observing if the
VisProxy reacts accurately to a changing network conditions2 - see Figure 5. Redirection
tests have shown that VisProxy responses properly to bandwidth change, redirecting the
client to an appropriate resource. Due to the limitations of this publication we present
only a small subset of the results.
5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the design and an implementation of a working prototype
of a proxy server that allows estimation of a client perceived performance by using two
factors: the round trip time and bandwidth estimations passively obtained at a server side.
Our system is server independent, making it possible to introduce the request handling
modifications without altering the target platform and giving system administrator the
2 The disproportion in the values of bandwidth is caused by the way Dummynet shapes the traffic. It is important to
note that the obtained measurements on the VisProxy side are proportional to changes at the traffic shaper, thus allowing
for accurate classification.
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Fig. 5: Traffic shaper bandwidth adjustment and corresponding server side bandwidth
median measurements
flexibility in choosing desired system architecture. Our approach assumes client classification being made ”on thy fly” even if client IP does not exist in the client classification
tables – in this case classification is made based on coarse RTT measurement before the
redirection decision is made. Further redirection decisions for the previously classified
clients are made based on more accurate bandwidth estimation being continuously measured during client’s sessions. This approach allows fast, accurate and immediate client
classification at minimal resources cost.
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